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A supply and fueling 
network built around 
how you and your 
drivers work

The NFN Supply Network consists of 

company-owned and partner fueling 

locations, supply, storage, and logistics 

assets that provide fuel to customers 

where and when they need it. Our 

network has fueling locations even in 

hard-to-serve places, and our supply 

footprint covers all markets in the US. 

Our vast network offers diesel, dyed 

diesel, gasoline, marine fuel, jet fuel, 

DEF and lubricants you require. NFN 

is supported by an innovative end-

to-end supply chain management 

system called Truefill that seamlessly 

integrates with most enterprise 

logistics software.

Whatever fueling option is required, 

from card-less backyard tanks to our 

dedicated commercial cardlock fueling 

network to our nationwide retail 

locations, we’ve got you covered.  

And we are continuously adding  

more options to our already  

robust offerings.

To ensure your drivers can easily 

access basic amenities when routes 

take them further from home base, 

many of the retail locations within our 

network offer showers, restrooms, 

restaurants, and convenience stores. 

As well, our network offers your fleet 

managers and drivers 24/7 support. 

Hit the gas to 
improved efficiency

NFN easily allows your drivers to  

fuel up as efficiently as possible  

every time while keeping you 

completely in the loop. For more 

details on everything it offers,  

visit NationalFuelNetwork.com 

A new Canadian cardlock network for 

the trucking and transport industry

NATIONAL FUELING NETWORK BRANDS

Branded cardlocks
in B.C. & Alberta

Branded cardlocks
in B.C.

Branded cardlocks
in Western Canada

Branded cardlocks
in Eastern Canada

Find showers, restrooms, restaurants 

and convenience stores on your route

NFN cardlock network offers diesel, 

marked diesel, gasoline and DEF

PRODUCTS AMENITIES

Make the most of the journey

GET ACCESS TO OVER

150 CARDLOCK LOCATIONS 

ACROSS CANADA WITH THE 

NFN CARDLOCK CARD!
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Coverage that’s 
everywhere your 
drivers are

Your drivers need to be able to 

access fuel no matter where their 

job takes them. We can service 

cardless and cardlock backyard tanks 

anywhere in the country and offer 

100+ Parkland-owned retail fueling 

locations and 60+ cardlock locations. 

For fleets requiring national coverage 

or support across multiple regions,  

the NFN CFN partnership provides 

access to 2,500 dedicated cardlock 

locations and an additional 60,000

retail locations across the USA.

The NFN Voyager® partnership 

extends our network to include 

225,000 retail fueling locations 

(constituting 95% of retail fueling 

stations in the US) — for those 

occasions when your drivers are away 

from their home operating area and 

need to fuel up.

Incredible 
convenience tailored 
to your fueling needs
 

NFN offers better accessibility 

with easy-to-use fleet cards that 

makes filling-up quick and easy 

for drivers. NFN offers a range of 

fueling options tailored to fit your 

fleet’s and driver’s specific fueling 

requirements whenever, wherever.

Commercial cardlocks are 

conveniently located in commercial 

and industrial zones where fleets 

actively operate. Designed for large 

heavy-duty trucks, these locations 

reduce the risk of mishaps and 

expedite the refueling process, 

getting drivers back on the road 

quickly and stress-free.

Retail outlets provide on-the-go 

refueling when drivers are away from 

cardlock options. With thousands of 

locations across the nation, a fueling 

outlet is never too far away.

Backyard cardlocks are located 

on-site at a customer’s location and 

allow drivers to fuel up on the spot 

before heading out for the day.

Gain better control of 
your business

To help control fuel expenses, NFN 

offers sophisticated fraud prevention 

features as well as fleet card controls 

that limit drivers’ purchases to  

reduce fuel slippage. Detailed fuel 

purchase reporting and analysis 

tools make it easy to monitor fuel 

spending and consumption patterns, 

and consolidated invoicing eases the 

administrative burden of managing 

fuel expenses.

Enjoy cost savings 
by fueling at NFN 
locations

NFN offers a better price on fuel when 

using either NFN cardlocks or NFN 

retail stores. Typically, our customers 

can save 3-5 cents per gallon off 

regular retail fuel prices, resulting in 

substantial savings for your fleet. With 

easy access to NFN sites within your 

operating area, you can quickly realize 

significant savings by purchasing 

within our NFN site network.

For fleets who want the added 

convenience of fueling at their own 

private locations, NFN offers a range 

of readily available and cost effective 

fueling options that include direct-to-

vehicle fueling and backyard tanks in 

a range of sizes to fit your fleet. All of 

these backyard fueling options can  

be combined with an NFN card to  

give you control and oversight of  

your drivers’ usage patterns wherever 

they fuel up.

Your drivers need to access fuel quickly and efficiently no matter where 

the job takes them. And you need to be able to keep track of expenses 

and consumption patterns to protect your bottom line. At Parkland, we 

understand fueling your fleet is a significant expense, and the importance 

of easily managing fuel is critical. The National Fuel Network (NFN) has 

you and your drivers covered with a nationwide collection of commercial 

fueling options connected by a NFN fleet-card that ensures access to fuel 

and DEF wherever and whenever drivers need it.


